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Stayput School Patrol System

For School Patrol Crossings & Kea Crossings

RTL's Stayput School Patrol System is the go-to system for School Patrol Crossings & Kea Crossings. Our Stayput School
Patrol System completely eliminates all the hassles associated with managing patrols by improving the whole process
- from start to finish.
Install a new Stayput School Patrol System to substantially reduce the down time either side of the actual patrol times - no
more transporting equipment to and from the crossing!

* Improve Safety

* Save Time - Eliminate the Hassle

* Fully approved by NZTA

View our Youtube Channel and Stayput School Patrol Videos
RTL’s Stayput School Patrol System is the only system where the equipment does not need to be carried
out each day to be set up for daily patrols. It simply stays out and is securely locked away into the top
cover. All you need to carry out to each patrol is the key to unlock it!
•

Provides a safer environment for school patrol teams •

Re-enforces education & safety in schools

•

Our Stayput stays put - at the crossing ready to go!

Customize the top cover with the school logo or mantra

•

NZTA-approved for Pedestrian School Crossings &
Kea Crossings

•

If you've recently installed a Stayput School Patrol, we'd love to hear from you. Email marketing@rtl.co.nz

For more information, please give us a call and talk to one of our team
web: www.rtl.co.nz

phone: 0800 785 744

email: sales@rtl.co.nz
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Before Patrol Setup

After Daily Patrol

With the Stayput, the setup process is significantly reduced.
Staff just need to unlock the patrol arms and lower them down.
Ready!

After the Patrol, the School Patrol Arms are simply lifted up into
the Stayput Top Cover, where they are stored and secured.

The RG28 School Patrol sign is stored in the top cover and is secured with the padlock.
To deploy, the supervisor simply unlocks the padlock, lowers the RG28 into place and secures it into place with the
padlock through the bottom bracket.
After the patrol is finished just lift the RG28 School Patrol sign back up and lock it into the top cover.
By installing the Stayput School Patrol System, Schools can:
•
•
•

Substantially reduce the down time either side of the actual patrol times - no more
transporting equipment to and from the crossing, allowing more time in the classroom.
Reduce the amount of valuable funding spent on repairing damaged school patrol equipment.
Further improve safety, community spirit and ownership by customising the top cover with
a school logo or mantra and adding a safety message “LOOK both ways and LISTEN before
you cross the road".

Stayput School Patrol System - Approved for use at Kea Crossings
In 2019, NZ Transport Agency (Waka Kotahi) updated Traffic Control Devices Manual (TCD) approving the use of our
Stayput School Patrol at Kea Crossings in Section 8.4(8).
Kea Crossings or School Crossing Points don't have an official pedestrian crossing, therefore the Stayput System and
the 76mm Steel Poles are both standard white (without the black vinyl).
Please let us know when placing an order. Kea Crossing Kits are also available from RTL.

web: www.rtl.co.nz
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email: sales@rtl.co.nz
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School Testimonial

2 / 3 / 2022

To whom is may concern

We highly recommend the Stayput School Patrol system. Worth installing in every
school.
What we most appreciate about the system:
● Students are able to set up crossing duty much more quickly.
● No longer need to store bulky signs.
● During covid restrictions - it was easy to allocate staff to do crossing duty
when students were unavailable (no need to carry signs up the hill from the
shed to the crossing). Just grab the key and we were ready to go.
● Much safer to set up in high winds . . .signs are under control at all times.
● Students definitely enjoy the new system - no longer having to carry heavy
poles. Trying to anchor the old poles into position was also difficult for some.
● Very robust system.
● Personalized signage adds to the entrance of the school - great reminder for
crossing rules too.
● Parents commented when they first went up - how professional the signage
looks. Easy to read and our logo looks great.

Regards
Christine Matos
Deputy Principal
Glendowie School

web: www.rtl.co.nz

phone: 0800 785 744

email: sales@rtl.co.nz
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School Testimonial

9th July 2021
To Whom it may concern
The new Stayput School Patrol system was installed on the two Sunnyhills
pedestrian crossings this term. The system is so much more user friendly for all
concerned. Carrying the old heavy signs to the gate and trying to manage them in
high winds has been problematic for years. Our student patrollers appreciate the
change as this makes their task so much easier. It also means that the signs are
always in place, easy to access and the storage is neat and tidy.
The safety messages support our Travelwise and community messaging for
pedestrians. We love how they also are personalised with our school logo too!
They have been a wonderful improvement.
Yours faithfully
For: Sunnyhills School

Justine Driver
Principal
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School Testimonial
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Feedback from End Users
Council Contract Officer
- Damage to the STOP disc was common in the old carry-out system. Arms were often dropped & dragged with progressive
damage to the disc or to the mounting points on the crossing arms. This issue does not exist with the new system.
- Staff and parents have commented on the positive impact they have when seeing both the school crest and the crossing
safety message on the disc covers. Fostering community ownership.
- Staff and parents have also commented on the fact that they have often felt sorry for the smaller children when they
have seen them staggering while carrying out the old crossing arms and that this will no longer be the case with the new
installation.
- Patrol children have commented on how easy it is now that they don’t carry the patrol arms out, only the flags.
- No negative comments received about the new installations.

School Principal
- There have only been positives and mainly around the storage system.
- The main benefits for us are that the signs are stored securely and the hinge system makes it easy to operate and maintain.
- Wonderful new system.
- Only positive - “love them”.
- Easier for parents, easier for children and no need to store.

Patrol Staff & Supervisors
- The new system is better because we just unlock and start. Safer, more convenient and quicker.
- How they are stored is very effective and unobtrusive.
- They liked having reminders about safe crossing on the storage part of the new system.
- Easy to manage.
- The gear is always in the right place, easy for children to manage, great on wet and windy days.
- Better as no storage issues with large signs at night and during the day

Children who do the Patrols
- Prefer the new one because all you do is unlock and bring the sign down, easy as.
- It’s much quicker as before we needed to go up 10 minutes earlier.
- You don’t have to set up everything and don’t have to carry them out.
- It looks tidy and it’s easy for me to handle.
- It’s easier and doesn’t burn my arms.
- Doesn’t break, easier to manage on windy days.
- Hands free to walk back to school.

Maintenance Person
- The new system is preferred because it looks and operates better and stays at the crossing this means that I don’t have to
take it away and store it each term end.
- Another benefit was noticed at one of the schools participating and they fed back that “since the students take less time to
set up it saves on a bit of class time which is great.”
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